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Dorsal Closure in DrosophilaHeng Lu,1 Adam Sokolow,1 Daniel P. Kiehart,2,* and Glenn S. Edwards1,*
1Physics Department and 2Department of Biology, Duke University, Durham, North CarolinaABSTRACT Dorsal closure duringDrosophila embryogenesis is an important model system for investigating the biomechanics
of morphogenesis. During closure, two flanks of lateral epidermis (with actomyosin-rich purse strings near each leading edge)
close an eye-shaped opening that is filled with amnioserosa. At each canthus (corner of the eye) a zipping process remodels the
tissue interfaces between the leading edges of the lateral epidermis and the amnioserosa. We investigated zipping dynamics
and found that apposing leading edge cells come together at their apical ends and then square off basally to form a lateral
junction. Meanwhile, the purse strings act as contractile elastic rods bent toward the embryo interior near each canthus. We
propose that a canthus-localized force contributes to both bending the ends of the purse strings and the formation of lateral junc-
tions. We developed a thermodynamic model for zipping based on three-dimensional remodeling of the tissue interfaces and the
reaction dynamics of adhesion molecules in junctions and elsewhere, which we applied to zipping during unperturbed wild-type
closure and to laser or genetically perturbed closure. We identified two processes that can contribute to the zipping mechanism,
consistent with experiments, distinguished by whether amnioserosa dynamics do or do not augment canthus adhesion
dynamics.INTRODUCTIONMultiple regulatory and biomechanical processes contribute
to the molecular, cellular, and tissue dynamics that drive
morphogenesis during embryonic development (1). Dorsal
closure is an essential stage of Drosophila embryogenesis
and serves as a model system for cell sheet morphogenesis
and wound healing (Movie S1 in the Supporting Material)
(2,3). More than 125 genes encode products that are subject
to posttranscriptional, translational, and posttranslational
processing and contribute to dorsal closure ((4–6), plus
numerous other genes that have since been identified).
These genes contribute to cell shape changes and tissue
movements (essentially no epithelial cell divisions occur
during closure). At 25C, closure commences ~10 h after
egg laying, and within ~3 h, the two flanks of lateral
epidermis converge to form a continuous epithelium that en-
closes the embryo.
The schematic in Fig. 1 a shows the eye-shaped dorsal
opening located on the embryo surface, and the progression
of closure is shown in Fig. 1 b and Movie S1. Fluorescence
due to green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled DE-cad-
herin, which was concentrated predominantly in subapical
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0006-3495/15/12/2406/12sections of ~200 squamous amnioserosa cells in the dorsal
opening at the beginning of closure. Fluorescence due to
red FP (RFP)-labeled moe-ABD (the F-actin binding
domain of moesin) was concentrated predominantly in the
two supracellular, actomyosin-rich purse strings (each span-
ning ~90 leading edge cells), which appears yellow due to
the overlap of green and red fluorescence. The leading-
edge cells are columnar, with an average width of
~2.6 mm (2,7). The amnioserosa is a simple epithelium
(one cell thick) and the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells
extend underneath either leading edge (the margins of
most of these cells were not clearly resolved in this investi-
gation due to the subapical distribution of the fluorescence
marker) (8,9). The two flanks of lateral epidermis at each
canthus (corner of the eye-shaped opening) come together
to form a seam in a process known as zipping (10). The
top confocal image in Fig. 1 b preceded the onset of zipping
(0 min). Zipping had commenced by 75 min (Fig. 1 b, mid-
dle image), where the canthi and seams at the anterior and
posterior ends of the dorsal opening have become evident.
At the end of closure, the two leading edges have converged
and the remaining amnioserosa has become located beneath
this seam (Fig. 1 b, 150 min; see Fig. 1 in Rodriguez-Diaz
et al. (9)). With time, the actin-rich purse strings disas-
semble and a continuous epithelium results (2). The amnio-
serosa cells that remain after closure is complete eventually
undergo apoptosis.
Dorsal closure depends on four biological processes that
collectively account for time-dependent changes in the ge-
ometry of the dorsal opening (11,12). The amnioserosa cellshttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.10.017
FIGURE 1 Overview of dorsal closure (a and b)
and the leading-edge/amnioserosa interface at high
magnification (c–f). Anterior is to the left in all fig-
ures. (a) Perspective sketch of an embryo during an
early stage of closure. The purse strings are out-
lined in red and the amnioserosa cells in green
(modified from http://flybase.org/). (b) Three pro-
jected (2D) confocal fluorescent images show the
progress of closure in an embryo labeled with
GFP-DE-cadherin (green) and RFP-moe-ABD
(red). Time 0 min corresponds to the first image
collected. Scale bar is 30 mm. (c–e) GFP-DE-cad-
herin, RFP-moe-ABD, and merged channels of
confocal images shown for these three time points.
Pairs of white lines between the larger, lower im-
ages (dorsal view) in each panel indicate the pro-
jected range used to produce the transverse
sections (smaller, upper images). Scale bar is
15 mm for all images in (c)–(e) (63). (c) Maximal
dorsal opening (A-P axis is vertical). (d and e)
Anterior canthus from one embryo (d) and poste-
rior canthus from another embryo (e). A-P axis is
horizontal. The amnioserosa-leading-edge inter-
face formed an angle of 26 at the anterior canthus
(upper merged image in d) and an angle of 13 at
the posterior canthus (upper merged image in e).
(f) Tracings summarizing the dorsal view of
canthus dynamics, where in general cells of the
lateral epidermis are shown in red. However, one pair of apposing leading-edge cells is highlighted in blue. Amnioserosa cells are shown in black (periph-
eral-most cells) and green (with thick lines indicating cells within the dorsal opening and thin lines indicating cells located below the surface cells).
Zipping Thermodynamics and Dorsal Closure 2407constrict apically to pull the two leading edges toward the
dorsal midline (13). Each purse string is under tension,
which provides an additional force that promotes closure
(11). The width of leading-edge cells oscillates reversibly,
and on average, the net constriction of leading-edge cells
(and purse-string contraction) occurs during zipping (7),
which decreases the anteroposterior (A-P) length of the
opening. The bulk of the lateral epidermis produces a
force that resists closure. A biophysical model that
quantifies these four processes has been applied success-
fully to segmented images of unperturbed wild-type em-
bryos and to laser and/or genetically perturbed embryos
(9,11,12,14,15). For the three force-producing processes,
the ratios of their stress (force per unit length) values and
the ratios of their force values are both bounded above
and below, as summarized in Eqs. 1 and 2. We have referred
to these bounded ratios as stress and force ladders, respec-
tively ((11), updated in (12)):
 510:380:130:1RsLE:sAS:Tk:bvnativeR490:380:110:1;
(1)
 15 : 3 : 1RT: sASdsAS: sLEdsLER  6 : 3 : 1; (2)where the subscripts of sLE and sAS (magnitudes of the
stresses) and dsLE and dsAS (average widths) refer to the
lateral epidermis and amnioserosa cells, respectively. T is
the magnitude of the tension in the purse string, k is the cur-vature of the leading edge at the maximum dorsal opening
(symmetry point), Tk is the component perpendicular to
the dorsal midline of the force produced by a purse string,
and bvnative is the magnitude of the drag force per unit
length. Equations 1 and 2 indicate that each force producing
process is large relative to their vector sum, which equals
bvnative (11). Zipping, the fourth process, was quantified at
each canthus by
dw
dt
¼ kz
tan qLðtÞ þ tan qRðtÞ; (3)
where w measures the length of either the anterior or poste-
rior seam, kz is a rate constant, and qL(t) and qR(t) measure
the angles between the two leading edges and the A-P axis
as a function of time t (11,12). The kinematics of dorsal
closure have been simulated with various force laws
that characterize these biological processes (15). Although
empirical (11,12) and phenomenological (7) descriptions
of zipping have been presented, the biological mechanism
for zipping has been unclear.
The molecular remodeling of leading-edge and amnioser-
osa cells during dorsal closure has been investigated previ-
ously. The leading-edge cells undergo remodeling of the
overall shape of their leading edge, cytoskeleton, cell-sur-
face-associated proteins, filopodia, and lamellipodia. Lead-
ing-edge cells are transcriptionally distinct from the rest of
the lateral epidermis (16) and are regulated by a number of
signaling pathways (4). At the onset of closure, apicalBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417
2408 Lu et al.bundles of microtubules transiently reorganize along the
dorsal-ventral (D-V) axis of leading-edge cells and are
required for normal zipping (17,18). Concurrently, these
cells elongate in the D-V direction, and F-actin and non-
muscle myosin II accumulate near the leading edge and
form part of a purse string. Filopodia and lamellipodia
form, protrude from the leading edge into the dorsal open-
ing, are thought to facilitate cell matching between apposing
leading edges during zipping, and may contribute forces for
zipping (10). Defects in myosin compromise zipping (6).
Tissue integrity is maintained by cell-cell and cell-matrix
junctions that connect leading-edge cells to one another,
amnioserosa cells to one another, and leading-edge cells
to the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells (see, e.g., Kiehart
et al. (2), David et al. (19), and Martinez-Arias and
colleagues (17,20)). Throughout closure, cell-cell and
cell-matrix junctions are remodeled by complex protein
redistributions.
The dynamics of amnioserosa cell ingression are impor-
tant for dorsal closure in general and for the zipping pro-
cess in particular. There are three classes of ingression,
i.e., processes by which amnioserosa cells internalize
below the remaining amnioserosa tissue and have either
undergone or will soon undergo apoptosis. All three
contribute to morphogenesis during closure ((2,12,14), re-
viewed in Sokolow et al. (13)). Amnioserosa cells ingress
near the canthi as part of the zipping process. A second
class of ingression occurs primarily in the anterior two-
thirds of the dorsal opening (14) and characterizes ~10%
of the amnioserosa cells during the mid-to-late stages of
dorsal closure (2). Apoptotic amnioserosa cells pull on
the neighboring cells, producing one-third to one-half of
the amnioserosa stress, sAS: this apoptotic force also con-
tributes significantly to the zipping rate constants, kz, and
to the upregulation in response to laser perturbation (14).
Mechanical stress may activate mitochondrial fragmenta-
tion to trigger the apoptotic cascade (21). Recently we
have characterized a third class of ingression, where am-
nioserosa cells ingress near the leading edges of the lateral
epidermis (13).
Here, we report our investigation of the zipping process in
three dimensions (3D). We observed shape changes of the
leading edges and remodeling of the junctions between lead-
ing-edge and amnioserosa cells, between ingressing amnio-
serosa cells, and between leading edge cells as they come
together to form a seam. We propose that a canthus-local-
ized force bends the ends of the two purse strings and con-
tributes to the formation of a lateral junction between two
apposing leading-edge cells during the zipping process.
We have developed a thermodynamic model for zipping
and have applied the model to four protocols for laser-per-
turbed closure and to previous data for unperturbed wild-
type or genetically perturbed closure (11,12,14). The model
predicts that two processes can contribute to the zipping
mechanism, one attributed to the molecular dynamics ofBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417adhesion and the other to the dynamics of the amnioserosa
tissue.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our approach for investigating dorsal closure in 3D was as follows (detailed
in Supporting Material). We imaged Z-stacks of living embryos with fluo-
rescently labeled molecules, including GFP-moe-ABD, which labels the
F-actin cytoskeleton, GFP-DE-cadherin, which labels subapical junctional
belts, and GFP-zyxin, which labels cell junctions in leading-edge cells and
amnioserosa cells. To evaluate colocalization, we coexpressed GFP-DE-
cadherin and RFP-moe-ABD or GFP-myosin (cytoskeletal nonmuscle
myosin II) and RFP-moe-ABD. An ultraviolet laser microbeam was used
to systematically perturb zipping in GFP-moe-ABD and GFP-zyxin em-
bryos. The zipping rate constants at the anterior and posterior canthi
were determined by fitting time series of the seam length, wa/p (t), to
Eq. 3. We then modeled zipping dynamics with nonequilibrium thermody-
namics and applied the model to these experimental results. An attribute of
thermodynamics is that the underlying principles remain applicable when
dynamical details are incomplete.RESULTS
3D dynamics at tissue interfaces
The purse strings, leading edges, and amnioserosa exhibited
interesting 3D features at their tissue interfaces. The
geometry of the amnioserosa-leading-edge interface is sum-
marized in confocal images of GFP-DE-cadherin and RFP-
moe-ABD two-color embryos at the maximum dorsal
opening (Fig. 1 c), the anterior canthus (Fig. 1 d), and the
posterior canthus (Fig. 1 e). The DE-cadherin channel in
Fig. 1 c proved useful for imaging the amnioserosa cells
within the dorsal opening but did not image the full extent
of the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells where they extend
below the leading-edge cells (8,9). The RFP-moe-ABD
channel in Fig. 1 c imaged the leading-edge cells, their purse
strings, and the filopodia and lamellipodia that protruded
into the dorsal opening. The upper images in Fig. 1,
d and e, indicate that in the z-direction, the amnioserosa
(green channel) was located below the seam between the
zipped flanks of lateral epidermis (red channel). Arrow-
heads mark the prominent outline of amnioserosa cells
due to DE-cadherin (green) and arrows mark the prominent
outline of leading edge cells due to moe-ABD (F-actin) fluo-
rescence (red) for the sagittal sections. This interface will be
considered in more detail in the next section.
The 3D dynamics of the purse strings, the leading-edge
cells, and the amnioserosa exhibited two surprising features
near each canthus. As a canthus moved over the amnioser-
osa, the apical surfaces of the amnioserosa cells began to
constrict. The first surprising observation was that constric-
tion of an apex occurred well underneath the two fused
flanks of lateral epidermis (Fig. 1, d and e). Second, the
leading-edge cells of the lateral epidermis essentially
maintained a constant connection with the peripheral-most
amnioserosa cells during the bulk of dorsal closure. How-
ever, near the canthi, the dorsal-most regions of the
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advanced over the second row of amnioserosa cells (lower
right images in Fig. 1, d and e), i.e., in a shearing motion
requiring remodeling of the leading-edge-amnioserosa junc-
tions. A schematic summary (produced by tracing confocal
images at three time points) is presented in Fig. 1 f and high-
lights the lateral extent of the amnioserosa underneath the
two leading edges and the seam.Cell-junction remodeling during zipping
Visualizing the 3D remodeling of junctions between amnio-
serosa cells, between leading-edge and amnioserosa cells,
and between apposing leading-edge cells before and duringzipping required combining information from two sets of
two-color embryos. In the following, we first describe
the GFP-DE-cadherin/RFP-moe-ABD images (Fig. 2 and
Movie S2), then make comparisons to the GFP-myosin/
RFP-moe-ABD images (Fig. 3 a and Movie S3). Next, we
summarize the combined results (Fig. 3 b).
We tracked pairs of apposing leading-edge cells as
closure progressed to investigate cellular remodeling during
zipping. Fig. 2 a presents five images (7.5 min intervals be-
tween images) at the posterior canthus of a GFP-DE-
cadherin/RFP-moe-ABD embryo. The images from 7.5 to
30 min once again indicated that the apical surfaces of the
amnioserosa cells (Fig. 2 a, arrowheads) extended beyond
the purse strings (arrows). The vertical dotted line (fixedFIGURE 2 Time course of 3D zipping. (a) Two-
color confocal images (dorsal view) of the
posterior canthus of an embryo labeled with
GFP-DE-cadherin (green) and RFP-moe-ABD
(red). The purse strings are labeled in red and the
amnioserosa is indicated by green arrows lateral
to the purse strings. (b) Transverse (y-z) sections
showing GFP-DE-cadherin, RFP-moe-ABD, and
merged channels with finer temporal resolution
taken at the position of the dashed lines (as shown
in a). Time stamps determined by the Z-stack used
to generate the images in (b) apply to all columns,
and the scale bar is 15 mm for all images. Arrows
indicate F-actin (RFP-moe-ABD) associated with
the purse strings and, starting at 17.5 min, the
seam.
Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417
FIGURE 3 Intracellular and intercellular
remodeling during zipping. (a) Transverse sections
from stacks of confocal images of the anterior
canthus of an embryo labeled with GFP-myosin
and RFP-moe-ABD. Arrowheads indicate GFP-
myosin associated with purse strings and arrows
indicate F-actin (RFP-moe-ABD) attributed to
the purse strings. F-actin also is associated with
filopodia and lamellipodia. (b) Schematic repre-
sentation of zipping from a transverse perspective
(see text). Amnioserosa cells are outlined black
and indexed by number. The subapical junctions
between leading-edge cells were traced in green
and approximate the positions of their apical sur-
faces. Other leading-edge cell surfaces were traced
in gray. Orange indicates actomyosin purse strings
(dots), marked with arrows in the top tracing.
Green patches indicate DE-cadherin junctions be-
tween cells. Time stamps are the same in all im-
ages, and the scale bar is 15 mm in confocal and
schematic images.
2410 Lu et al.in the laboratory frame) indicates the plane of the time-
dependent transverse sections as shown in Fig. 2 b,
presented every 2.5 min for greater detail (Movie S2).
DE-cadherin labeled the subapical junctions of the amnio-
serosa most prominently and the subapical junctions of
the two flanks of lateral epidermis (including their leading
edges) less prominently. Moe-ABD (F-actin) labeled the
two purse strings most prominently and the cytoskeleton
at the apical and (to a lesser extent) basolateral surfaces of
each leading edge less prominently. The merged images
indicate that the purse strings indented the dorsal surface.
The transition from two purse strings (see Fig. 2 b, moe-
ABD) to a seam was first evident at 17.5 min.
The actomyosin-rich purse strings were distinguished
from the actin-rich filopodia and lamellipodia during
zipping by imaging GFP-myosin/RFP-moe-ABD embryos
(Fig. 3 a). Both RFP-moe-ABD (Figs. 2 b and 3 a) and
GFP-myosin (Fig. 3 a) labeled the purse strings. In contrast,
filopodia and lamellipodia were prominently labeled by
GFP-moe-ABD, but not by GFP-myosin. The purse strings
are indicated by arrows in the moe-ABD channel in Figs. 2 b
and 3 a and by arrowheads in the myosin channel in Fig. 3 a.
There is evidence as early as 65 min in Fig. 3 a for the onset
of seam formation (indicated by the coming together of theBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417two purse strings), which preceded the disassembly of the
purse strings (71–88 min).
The confocal images of the two embryos were coregis-
tered via the prominent purse-string fluorescence in the
GFP-myosin channel in Fig. 3 a with respect to both the
RFP-moe-ABD channels of Figs. 2 b and 3 a and
the GFP-DE-cadherin channel in Fig. 2 b to produce the
final schematic diagram (Fig. 3 b). The moe-ABD channels
(Figs. 2 b and 3 a) enabled visualization of the 3D shapes of
amnioserosa as well as leading-edge cells. In the schematic
diagram, the cell edges were traced from the moe-ABD
channel of Fig. 3 a and the DE-cadherin distribution (sub-
apical surface of the two leading edges and adherens junc-
tions between amnioserosa cells) was determined by the
GFP-DE-cadherin channel of Fig. 2 b.
All features reported in Fig. 3 b were resolved in the
confocal images, with one exception. As closure progressed,
the basal surfaces of the amnioserosa cells dropped below
the Z-scan region; thus, in the schematics for 53–138 min,
we have inferred the location of the basal surfaces. In addi-
tion, improved contrast of cell boundaries was achieved
with GFP-moe-ABD relative to RFP-moe-ABD (Movie S4).
The zipping process included substantial cell-shape
changes and cell-junction remodeling for both amnioserosa
Zipping Thermodynamics and Dorsal Closure 2411and leading-edge cells (Fig. 3 b). Amnioserosa cells apically
constricted during the zipping process. Together, the
changes in cell shape and the remodeling of cell interfaces
lead to cell ingression. Some cells ingressed before the
two leading edges made contact, whereas other cells in-
gressed underneath a seam. Tracking the cell numbers in
Fig. 3 b, the sequence of ingression in this plane was cell
8 (26–38 min), cell 4 (38–41 min), cell 7 (41–48 min),
cell 5 (48–53 min), cell 3 (71–81 min), cell 2 (88–
115 min), and finally the peripheral-most cells, 1 and 9
(115–138 min). The first evidence for seam formation
occurred at 65 min, when the prominent purse-string fluo-
rescence (Fig. 3 b, orange arrows and dots) initially tracked
the transition from two leading edges to a single seam. The
orange dots in the schematic correspond to the arrowheads
in the myosin channel and the arrows in the moe-ABD chan-
nel until 65 min. After the initial onset of seam formation,
this moe-ABD (F-actin) fluorescent signature became
confounded by additional contributions that extended
basally, likely due to the formation of actin-rich filopodia
and lamellipodia protruding from each leading edge as
part of the zipping process (10). Filopodia and lamellipodia
also extended from the apical surface of the amnioserosa
and may contribute to the overall fluorescent signature dur-
ing seam formation. Apposing leading-edge cells ap-
proached one another and made contact at their apical
ends to initiate seam formation, after which cell contact
extended basally as apposing cells squared off (also see
Movie S4). This leaves the apical surfaces of the remaining
amnioserosa cells positioned below the basal surface of the
seam and the newly formed continuous epithelium. These
results are consistent with a recent investigation of zipping
using correlative electron tomography (22).Zipping during laser-perturbed closure
Four protocols for laser perturbation were used to investi-
gate the contribution of the amnioserosa to zipping dy-
namics (Fig. 4). The L-R-cut protocol steered the
microbeam to dissect the amnioserosa perpendicular to the
A-P axis (the dorsal midline) at the maximum dorsal open-
ing (Fig. 4 b). This protocol initially releases tension in the
remaining amnioserosa and sets off a cascade of dynamics at
both canthi. For the other three protocols, we dissected the
amnioserosa from canthus to canthus in three systematically
different trajectories. In the A-P-cut protocol (Fig. 4 c), the
laser microbeam was steered along the A-P axis to dissect
the amnioserosa, which compromised the tension produced
by the amnioserosa that would have pulled the two leading
edges toward each other but retained the majority of
both leading-edge-amnioserosa tissue interfaces. The other
two canthus-to-canthus protocols steered the microbeam
along the amnioserosa near one (single edge cut protocol,
Fig. 4 d) or both (double edge cut protocol, Fig. 4 e) leading
edges, which compromised one or both of the leading-edge-amnioserosa tissue interfaces in addition to compromising
amnioserosa tension, as in the A-P cut.
Our hypothesis was that the L-R-cut protocol would ac-
cess dynamical effects resulting in upregulated zipping
rate constants, as has been reported for the single-canthus-
nicking protocol (12,14). Previously, we showed that repeat-
edly dissecting the amnioserosa local to one canthus with
the laser microbeam triggered a cascade that upregulated
zipping at the other canthus: the remaining amnioserosa re-
coiled (reducing its tension), the rate of apoptosis within the
third of the dorsal opening near the other canthus increased
(increasing the force produced by the amnioserosa), and the
zipping rate constant at the other canthus was upregulated.
In this investigation, the L-R-cut protocol was designed to
access a similar cascade by probing the consequences of
increasing the force produced by the amnioserosa simulta-
neously near both canthi.
The L-R cut resulted in a significant increase in the zipping
rate constant at the posterior canthus as closure progressed
relative to kz,p for unperturbed wild-type closure (Fig. 4, f
and g). The initial response to the L-R cut was the recoil of
the remaining amnioserosa as its mechanical tension relaxed
and a small, transient increase in the height of the maximal
dorsal opening (Fig. 4 b and Movie S5). Subsequently, there
was a local deformation of each purse string (Fig. 4 b, inset,
arrows) near the free edge of the laser-wounded amnioser-
osa, suggestive of an increase in the local force due to the
formation of a secondary purse string in the amnioserosa
(Fig. 4 b, inset, arrowheads). These dynamics are similar
to the secondary purse strings observed after laser excision
of leading-edge cells (9). The twofold (~108%) upregulation
in kz,p after the L-R cut relative to the unperturbed wild-type
value for kz,p was consistent with our hypothesis. The ~20%
increase in kz,a after the L-R cut was not statistically different
from the unperturbed wild-type value for kz,a, although the
trend may be supportive of the hypothesis. For the single-
canthus-nicking protocol, kz,p was significantly upregulated
by ~49% and kz,a was significantly upregulated by ~14%
(12). The lack of significance for kz,a upregulation in the
L-R-cut protocol may reflect increased variance in the data
for these more extensive cuts (Fig. 4 f).
The three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols perturbed
zipping similarly (Fig. 4, c–g, and Movies S6, S7, and
S8), indicating that eliminating the force produced by the
amnioserosa (that would have pulled the two apposing lead-
ing-edge cells toward each other) produced a significant
reduction in kz,a (in all three protocols) relative to the unper-
turbed wild-type value. In particular, when compared to the
A-P-cut protocol, additional laser dissection of the interface
between leading-edge and amnioserosa cells during either
the single-edge-cut or the double-edge-cut protocol did
not result in an additional significant change in the zipping
dynamics. In each case, the time dependence of the canthus-
to-canthus distance, W, the height of the maximal dorsal
opening, H, and the lengths of the two leading edges, LLBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417
FIGURE 4 Laser perturbed zipping and values for the zipping rate constants. (a–e) Plots of the time-dependent geometric parameters for dorsal closure
(a, inset) for GFP-moe-ABD embryos.W (black) is the canthus-to-canthus distance,wa (blue) and wp (red) are the anterior and posterior seam lengths, respec-
tively, LL (cyan) and LR (magenta) are the lengths of the left and right leading edges/purse strings, respectively, and H (green) is the height at the maximal
dorsal opening. This color code applies to the images in (b)–(e), which present representative embryos for each protocol. (a) Unperturbed wild-type (WT)
closure, included for comparison purposes. (b–e) Insets are confocal images, where the left image is just before the cut (cut trajectory shown in red). In each
of the plots, the left-most dotted line indicates the time of the cut and the neighboring dotted line indicates the turning point. (b) L-R cut of the amnioserosa
(right image in inset corresponds to the rightmost dotted line). Three canthus-to-canthus cuts of the amnioserosa. The right image in each inset corresponds to
the middle dotted line, i.e., the turning point, where the trajectory was (c) along the anteroposterior axis (A-P cut), (d) along one leading edge (single-edge
cut), or (e) along both leading edges (double-edge cut). (f and g) Zipping rate constants as determined by analyzing wa/p with Eq. 3 for each of the protocols
presented in (b)–(e) (fits superimposed over data). Values for AS-Grim and ASp35 mutant embryos and unperturbed wild-type embryos (reporting signif-
icantly different anterior and posterior zipping rate constants, p ¼ 0.011) and embryos subjected to repeated single-canthus nicking at either the anterior or
posterior canthus were taken from the literature ((14) and (12), respectively).Rate constants that were statistically equivalent to that of the unperturbed wild-
type kz,p-value and statistically different from that of the unperturbed wild-type kz,a value were AS-p35, A-P cut, single-edge cut, and the double-edge cut
embryos for both canthi. Rate constants that were statistically equivalent to the unperturbed wild-type kz,a value and statistically different from the unper-
turbed wild-type kz,p-value were L-R cut (anterior), AS-Grim embryos (anterior), and the upregulated posterior canthus value after single canthus nicking.
Rate constants that were significantly different from that of the unperturbed wild-type kz,a value were L-R cut (posterior), AS-Grim (posterior), and the up-
regulated anterior canthus value after single-canthus nicking. p-values are presented in Table S1.
2412 Lu et al.and LR (Fig. 4 a, inset) were consistent (Fig. 4, c–e) with
previous observations of similar laser protocols that showed
recoil to a turning point after a phase of relatively rapid
closure transitioning to relatively slower, wild-type closure
(11,12).
The zipping rate constants for the L-R-cut protocol and
the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols were calculated
from time series of the seam length as before (12); however,
there was a caveat for the three canthus-to-canthus-cut pro-
tocols (Section S4 in the Supporting Material and Methods).
We observed a short period, just after the cut, when our
measurements of seam length were dominated by movement
of a canthus. Consequently, we excluded this period of rapid
increase in wa/p (Fig. 4, c–e) from the calculation of
the zipping rate constants in the three canthus-to-canthus
protocols.Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417Comparing the zipping rate constants for the four
laser protocols with previous measurements of unperturbed
wild-type and genetically perturbed closure (12,14)
(Fig. 4 f) indicated an interesting clustering of the kz values
that informed the development of the model presented in
the next section. There was a cluster of values that were sta-
tistically equivalent to that of the unperturbed wild-type
kz,p-value (12), as indicated by the blue dashed line in
Fig. 4 f. These included the AS-p35 embryos (whose amnio-
serosa cells do not exhibit apoptosis during dorsal closure
(14)), and the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols. The
average for the zipping rate constants in this cluster was
kz,base ¼ 10.2 5 3.6 nm/s. There was a second cluster of
values that were statistically equivalent to the unperturbed
wild-type kz,a value (12), as indicated by the red dashed
line in Fig. 4 f. These included the anterior canthus only
Zipping Thermodynamics and Dorsal Closure 2413for both the L-R cut and AS-Grim embryos (in which the
rate of apoptotic amnioserosa cells increased by a factor
of three (14)) and for the upregulated posterior canthus
value after single canthus nicking. The average for the
second cluster was 16.2 5 1.7 nm/s. The three canthus-
to-canthus-cut protocols did not distinguish a role for the
amnioserosa-leading-edge interface when compromising
the amnioserosa, which establishes the amnioserosa force
produced near a canthus as one of the key processes that
can contribute to the zipping rate constant.Thermodynamic model for zipping
This section summarizes a quantitative model for zipping
(Fig. 5) that builds on experimental observations of zipping
kinematics. The model incorporates key 3D features,
including the breaking of chemical bonds of adhesions at
the basal surfaces of the leading-edge cells (LE-AS junc-
tions) and seam formation due to the formation of chemical
bonds of adhesions at the lateral surfaces of apposing lead-
ing-edge cells (LE-LE junctions), that maintained the hy-
drostatic integrity of the embryo during a zipping step.FIGURE 5 Thermodynamic model for zipping. (a) The three thermody-
namic states of a leading edge, corresponding to before (blue cells), after
(green cells), and just after the onset of a zipping step (red cells). (b) The
free-energy landscape for one zipping reaction, where the reaction coordi-
nate tracks the progression of a zipping step (see text and the Appendix in
the Supporting Material). (c) The vector forces acting on the distal end of a
leading edge during a zipping step (assuming that sAS is not zero).
(d) Adhesion dynamics at the proximal end of a cell during a zipping
step. The left image shows two apposing leading-edge cells. The circled re-
gion at the proximal end is blown up by a factor of ~50 in the right image
and shows the vector forces acting near the canthus. Green brushes repre-
sent LE-LE adhesion molecules, where the overlapping molecules from
apposing leading edges are within the interaction distance yint.The model was tested by analyzing the two clusters in the
values for kz (Fig. 4 f, blue and red dashed lines). The
Appendix (Supporting Material) presents the model in full
detail, including the justification for applying thermody-
namics to the nonequilibrium process of zipping when there
is a separation of experimental timescales.
The modeling effort focused on the free-energy landscape
of two leading edges of apposing leading-edge cells, empha-
sizing their thermodynamic state before zipping had started,
during a cellular zipping step, and when the two leading
edges were incorporated into a seam (Fig. 5, a and b).
Before their zipping step, each of the two apposing lead-
ing-edge cells were modeled as having cell junction(s)
with a peripheral-most amnioserosa cell (Fig. 1 f, 0 min,
blue cells, and Fig. 5 a, blue cells). After their zipping
step, these two leading-edge cells have formed a cell junc-
tion with each other and are part of the seam (Fig. 1 f,
46 min, blue cells, and Fig. 5 a, green cells). Moreover,
the amnioserosa cells have detached and ingressed. During
the zipping step, the leading edges of two apposing cells re-
modeled their junctions as they were incorporated into a
seam (Fig. 5 a, red cells, early in their zipping step). As a
pair of apposing leading-edge cells completed their zipping
step, the neighboring pair of apposing leading-edge cells
would commence their zipping step. The model adopted
the view that zipping is a cyclic reaction mechanism, where
one cycle corresponds to one zipping step.
The free-energy landscape (Fig. 5 b) visualizes the rela-
tively slow mechanical processes of translation and 3D
cell-shape changes (left barrier) as distinguished from the
relatively fast adhesion dynamics (right barrier), which al-
lowed the application of an Arrhenius-like rate law to the
zipping process. In general the Arrhenius formalism can
be applied to nonequilibrium systems when there is a sepa-
ration of timescales between active processes and chemical
dynamics activated by fluctuations (reviewed in the Appen-
dix in the Supporting Material) (23). With regard to zipping,
the adhesion dynamics (which occur on a timescale of sec-
onds) can be described with equilibrium models when the
mechanical processes (occurring on a timescale of hundreds
of seconds) are out of equilibrium (Appendix in the Sup-
porting Material). Two orders of magnitude separating the
timescales is consistent with the application of an Arrhenius
formalism to zipping. In addition, this rate law has been
generalized to take into account active fluctuations by
generalizing the thermal fluctuations to also include active
processes through an effective temperature, Teff, (Appendix
in the Supporting Material) (24), resulting in an Arrhenius-
like rate law:
kArr ¼ A exp
 Ea

kBTeff

; (4)
where kArr is an Arrhenius rate constant, Ea is the activation
energy, and kBTeff represents both thermal and active fluctu-
ations. The prefactor A can be viewed as an attemptBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417
2414 Lu et al.frequency, i.e., how often a zipping step is attempted, and
the exponential term can be viewed as the probability of a
successful reaction for each attempt (25).
The two barriers in the free-energy landscape (Fig. 5 b)
correspond to terms in the Arrhenius-like rate law (Eq. 4).
The right barrier, whose height is the activation energy,
Ea, in Eq. 4, accounts for the making (lateral LE-LE inter-
face) and breaking (AS interface with the basal LE surface)
of chemical bonds of adhesion during a zipping step. As
described in detail in the Appendix, the height of the left
proximity barrier is reduced by mechanical work that is
done on apposing leading edges to bring them into close
proximity. DWtransl corresponds to the mechanical work
associated with translating these two leading edges
(Fig. 5 a, blue cells) toward the dorsal midline until the
onset of their zipping step. DWzip is the mechanical work
associated with translating two apposing leading edges
into close proximity from the beginning (Fig. 5 a, red
cell) to the end of a zipping step. The attempt frequency,
A, in Eq. 4 is inversely related to the time required for this
step (Dtzip). DWLE corresponds to the mechanical work
associated with 3D cell-shape changes, including that
required to square off the two apposing leading edges
(Fig. 3 b, 71–138 min).
The model derives the zipping rate constants (kz for the
base and augmented cases) by calculating the sources of me-
chanical work associated with two apposing leading-edges
cells during a zipping step (presented in detail in the Appen-
dix). The amnioserosa (DWAS) and/or adhesion (DWadh) do
work on apposing leading edges. Work is done by each
apposing leading edge on its distal neighboring leading-
edge cell (DWinter) and/or on the lateral epidermis (DWzip).
Any work done on the apposing leading edges (DWAS þ
DWadh) that is in excess of work done by the apposing lead-
ing edges (DWzip þ DWinter) increases the speed at which
they move toward the dorsal midline and thus increases
the zipping rate constant, kz. As shown in the Appendix,
the general expression for the zipping rate constant, kz, is
(Eq. A16 in the Supporting Material):
kz ¼ ð2=bÞ ½ðsASt  sLEt þ 0:03sadh
 2ðTintert=lLE;oÞexp
 Ea

kBTeff

;
(5)
where b is a drag coefficient per unit length. The terms in the
square brackets account for the applied forces that act along
the leading edge of a leading-edge cell (Fig. 5, b and c).
sASt and sLEt are the components of the force per unit
length produced by the amnioserosa and the lateral
epidermis, respectively, along the direction of motion (y di-
rection, which is perpendicular to the dorsal midline). sadh is
the force per unit length due to adhesion (in the y direction).
Tintert is the y component of the force exerted between an
apposing leading-edge cell and its distal neighbor. lLE,0 is
the width of a leading-edge cell at the beginning of a
zipping step.Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417The next section reports how the general expression for
the zipping rate constant (Eq. 5) was customized when
applied to the base and augmented cases for zipping
(Fig. 4). It was assumed that the values for the drag param-
eter, b, and the activation energy, Ea, are well approximated
as being the same at each canthus and are not significantly
changed for the experimental protocols summarized in
Fig. 4 (Appendix in the Supporting Material). Consequently,
the product (2/b)exp(Ea/kBTeff) in Eq. 5 is viewed as not
varying significantly. Thus, the customization of the general
equation to base and augmented zipping involved terms
within the square brackets on the righthand side of Eq. 5.
For example, the value for sASt becomes zero when the
integrity of the amnioserosa-leading-edge interface had
been compromised by laser dissection. Consequently the
square brackets of Eq. 5 become [0.03sadh  sLEt 
2(Tmax/lLE,0)], where Tintert equals Tmax when sASt equals
zero (Appendix in the Supporting Material). This sum must
be positive for the zipping reaction to progress (consistent
with experimental observations), which indicates that sadh
has a lower bound of about [sLEtþ2(Tmax/lLE,0)]/0.03. In-
serting values from the stress ladder (7), sadh has an approx-
imate lower bound of ~230sLE.Application of the thermodynamic model to the
experimental protocols
In this section, we systematically apply the model to the
various experimental protocols. In particular, the zipping
rate constants connect the thermodynamic model (Eq. 5)
to the experimental results (Fig. 4, f and g).
First consider the kz,base cluster of zipping rate constants
(Fig. 4 f, blue dashed line). This includes the three
canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols (the A-P cut, the single-
edge cut, and the double-edge cut). As discussed above,
sASt ¼ 0 for these three protocols, and consequently, the
terms in the square brackets in Eq. 5 become [(0.03sadh 
sLEt  2(Tmax/lLE,0)]. For these three protocols, the only
stress that promotes zipping is associated with adhesion dy-
namics (sadh). Zipping is opposed by both the stress associ-
ated with the lateral epidermis (sLEt) and the intercellular
force (Tmax or Tinter).
The kz,base cluster of zipping rate constants also includes
the posterior value for wild-type embryos and both ASp35
values (Fig. 4 f, blue dashed line). Previously, we reported
that apoptotic amnioserosa cells occurred about five times
more frequently in the anterior and middle thirds of the dor-
sal opening relative to the posterior third in wild-type em-
bryos and that the ASp35 embryos do not exhibit any
apoptosis throughout the amnioserosa (14). A common attri-
bute of the posterior canthus for wild-type embryos and both
canthi for ASp35 embryos is that the apoptotic force is not
upregulated in the region of the canthi for these cases.
Consequently, the values of sASt (plus any reduction in
Tinter) are relatively small and do not significantly change
Zipping Thermodynamics and Dorsal Closure 2415the sum of the terms in the square brackets (to within exper-
imental uncertainty) (Appendix in the Supporting Material).
Next, we consider the kz,aug cluster of zipping rate con-
stants (Fig. 4 f, red dashed line). This cluster includes the
zipping rate constant at the anterior canthus in wild-type
embryos, where apoptotic amnioserosa cells occur about
five times more frequently relative to the region near the
posterior canthus. The kz,aug cluster also includes the values
for kz,a for the L-R-cut protocol and for both values of the
AS-Grim embryos (which triples the rate of apoptosis
(14)). This cluster also includes the upregulated value for
kz,p in response to the single-canthus-nicking protocol
(12). For each protocol, a relatively robust rate of apoptosis
near a canthus upregulates the local apoptotic force.
Furthermore, three values for the zipping rate constants
significantly exceeded kz,aug. These include the values for
kz,p in the L-R-cut protocol (by ~44%) and in the AS-
Grim embryos (by ~6%) and the upregulated values for
kz,a in response to the single-canthus-nicking protocol (by
~14%) (12). Common to these seven protocols is a relatively
large, upregulated value for sASt that, along with any
reduction in Tinter, results in the increasing upregulation of
the zipping rate constant (Appendix in the Supporting
Material).
Connecting the thermodynamic model to experimental
observations highlights two biological processes that can
contribute to the zipping mechanism. The force generated
by adhesion molecules on apposing leading-edge cells is
rate limiting when there is an absence of or insufficient
magnitude for the force produced by the amnioserosa.
When sufficiently upregulated, forces produced by the am-
nioserosa on the leading edges augment adhesion dynamics
to increase the rate of zipping.DISCUSSION
We have experimentally observed 3D cell-shape changes
and the remodeling of tissue interfaces, cellular junctions,
and the actomyosin components of the purse strings during
zipping, and based on these observations, we have devel-
oped a thermodynamic model that predicts that the mecha-
nisms that determine the zipping rate are based on junctional
adhesion forces that can be augmented by mechanical forces
produced by the amnioserosa. Near each canthus, the lead-
ing edge of the leading-edge cells and the peripheral-most
amnioserosa cells, which previously were juxtaposed, now
sheared such that the purse strings slid over the apical
surface of the amnioserosa to meet along the A-P axis
(Figs. 1, 2, and 3). Subsequently, the apposing leading-
edge cells came together at their apical edges and then
squared off basally to form a lateral junction as their purse
strings moved basally and began to disassemble (Fig. 3 b
and Movies S2, S3, and S4). The amnioserosa cells
both constricted apically as they entered the region of a
canthus, locating below the seam, and progressively in-gressed. A thermodynamic model, based on these experi-
mental observations, was formulated and tested against
experimental values for the zipping rate constants in unper-
turbed wild-type, genetically perturbed, or laser-perturbed
embryos (Fig. 4). The model is consistent with previous
empirical and phenomenological research results for the
zipping expression (Eq. 3) and adds insights into the biolog-
ical mechanisms underlying the zipping rate constant (Eq. 5
and Fig. 5). For the base zipping mechanism, the dominant
process is that apposing leading edges are pulled together by
the molecular processes of adhesion to form a lateral cell
junction. For augmented zipping, typified by the upregula-
tion of the force produced by the amnioserosa, additional
pulling forces due to amnioserosa dynamics further in-
creases the rate of zipping. An analogy can be drawn to
zipping a tight-fitting coat. Simply pulling on the zipper
(with a constant force) is a slow process for zipping a coat
relative to having first pulled together the two flanks of
the coat and then pulling on the zipper (with the same con-
stant force). Just pulling on the zipper is analogous to the
base case. Additionally, pulling the two flanks of the coat
together is analogous to the augmented case.Tissue shear
We observed a substantial change in the proximity of each
leading edge (and the purse string therein) to its adjacent,
peripheral-most amnioserosa cell as a leading-edge cell of
the lateral epidermis approached a canthus (Figs. 2 d and
3 a and Movies S2, S3, and S4). Each leading edge of a
leading-edge cell slid dorsally over these peripheral-most
amnioserosa cells, and over neighboring amnioserosa cells
as well, as they approached a canthus. Previously we have
shown that the leading-edge cells and the peripheral-most
amnioserosa cells are juxtaposed before entering the region
of a canthus, where these amnioserosa cells were tucked un-
derneath the leading edges of the lateral epidermis (9), and
additional data sets from our laboratory support these obser-
vations. This may be due in part to the experimental
challenges of imaging two-color embryos in 3D at high
magnification or possibly to the phenotypes of various
GFP constructs exhibiting variable leading-edge dynamics
during closure. Here, we have shown that the adhesion
between the leading-edge and amnioserosa cells can be
destabilized when entering the region of a canthus, and
the two tissues can shear. This observation implies that
localized shifts in the balance between contractile forces
and adhesion dynamics contribute to tissue dynamics during
morphogenesis.Junctional remodeling
This research has highlighted the importance of cell-shape
changes, purse-string dynamics, and adhesion dynamics
during the zipping processes. An LE-AS junction underwentBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417
2416 Lu et al.a progression of 3D remodeling steps to release the amnio-
serosa cell and adhere to the apposing leading-edge cell.
This involved repositioning of the LE-AS junction basally
and the formation of a lateral surface that adheres to the
apposing leading-edge cell. We propose that the basal-
ward relocation of the purse string during a zipping step is
the consequence of an additional force, localized to each
canthus, which facilitates the formation of the lateral
surface.
The signaling processes that are integrated to trigger
purse-string dynamics, the shape changes of apposing lead-
ing-edge cells, and the release of LE-AS junctions are not
fully understood. The squaring off of the two leading-edge
cells was accompanied by additional actin fluorescence
basally (Fig. 3, 61–65 min). Although initially there was
prominent myosin fluorescence near the apical surface of
the leading edge, as zipping progressed, the myosin fluores-
cence decreased (Fig. 3, starting at 71 min). We do not have
adequate experimental resolution to unequivocally describe
actomyosin dynamics throughout zipping. One possible
interpretation is that the actomyosin-rich purse string
disassembled as actin was concomitantly recruited to cell
cortices and to filopodia and lamellipodia that extend be-
tween the leading-edge cells to facilitate formation of adhe-
sion complexes (26). A second possible contribution is the
formation of filopodia and lamellipodia on the apical sur-
faces of amnioserosa cells, which are positioned basally to
the interface between the two leading-edge cells.
It is unclear how many types of adhesion molecules are
involved in the zipping process. We have imaged DE-
cadherin and found that it is concentrated in the subapical
adherens junctions that form between leading-edge cells.
However, we cannot rule out that cadherin is present along
the full extent of the LE-AS interface or at the interface be-
tween leading-edge cells (8,10–12). Additional adhesion
molecules may also be involved. Indeed, mutations in
both echinoid and integrins, in addition to DE-cadherin,
show dorsal-closure phenotypes (27–32).Regulating the zipping process
This research has also highlighted the role of upregulating
the force produced by the amnioserosa and its impact on
the zipping rate constant. We have observed apical constric-
tion and cell ingression in amnioserosa cells local to a
canthus for both base and augmented zipping (Figs. 1, d
and e, and 3 b). Previously, we reported that the upregulation
of a zipping rate constant is correlated with the local rate of
amnioserosa cells becoming apoptotic (14). This research
indicated that increasing the rate of apoptosis in amnioserosa
tissue increases the force due to the amnioserosa on the lead-
ing edge during a zipping step, which is key to determining
the value of kz. The mechanism for regulating apoptosis in
amnioserosa tissue remains unclear, and other mechanisms
may also upregulate amnioserosa forces.Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406–2417It is interesting to compare the upregulation results re-
ported here to our previous observation of the downregula-
tion of zipping in myospheroid, basket, and scab mutant
embryos (11,12) (see Appendix in the Supporting Mate-
rial). These mutants have integrin defects and fail during
the dorsal closure stage (30) due to the detachment of the
leading-edge-amnioserosa interface near the anterior end
of the dorsal opening (12). The zipping rate constant for
the mys mutant was estimated as being 20% of that in un-
perturbed wild-type embryos (Table S1 and Supporting
Material; see also Hutson et al. (11)). This suggests either
a downregulation of sadh or an increase in the activation
barrier, Ea, which includes the chemical and mechanical
work required for cell-shape changes and adhesion dy-
namics during the transition state. One possibility is that
the mys mutant phenotype is defective in squaring off the
apposing leading edges.CONCLUSIONS
We have observed substantial 3D remodeling of junctions
between leading-edge cells and amnioserosa cells during
the zipping process. These changes can allow the two tissues
to shear while still maintaining the hydrostatic integrity of
the embryo, as amnioserosa cells progressively ingress
and leading edges remodel to promote seam formation. In
addition, it is becoming clear that the mechanism for
zipping at the posterior canthus is based on adhesion dy-
namics, whereas the mechanism for zipping at the anterior
canthus includes both adhesion and amnioserosa dynamics.
Furthermore, the upregulation of zipping in response to
perturbation is mediated by amnioserosa dynamics.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods, Supporting Appendix, one table,
and nine movies are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/
supplemental/S0006-3495(15)01056-5.
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